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L ines Written

in Early Spring

Winter has given way to
spring... a season of colours, a
season of love. Be it the stories
of authors, film stars and
fearless women, the timeless
teachings of Kabir, Rumi and
the Sufi mystics, a boutique
festival on love and literature
or the joyful abandon of
Vasant Utsav—in this edition
of Prabha, we let love, laughter
and the myriad shades of
spring run riot
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Love Will Keep
Us Alive
“To love or have loved, that is enough. Demand nothing more.
There is no other pearl to be found in the shadowy folds of life. To
love is a fulfillment.”
— Victor Hugo, Le Miserables
Love makes the world go round. At Prabha Khaitan Foundation,
love forms the basis of every endeavour—the work we do, the
people we serve, and the bonds we forge. And in the light of the
ordeals we have all faced over the past two years, love, indeed,
is what has kept us alive. That is why this issue of Prabha seeks
to celebrate love in all its manifestations, through a first-of-itskind boutique festival on love and literature. You will get the
chance to view love from different perspectives, as evident in the
conversations of each session of the festival. And that’s not all;
love and its expression are found in poetry, in music, in the joy of
spring, and in the devotion of the mystics—all of which you will
find in these pages as well.
It is also one of the Foundation’s enduring objectives to
recognise women for their achievements and resilience in a world
where the odds are often stacked against them. This edition
trains a lens on women achievers and their experiences, and
Prabha seeks to shed light on the history and cultural impact
of International Women’s Day, which is observed on March 8
annually.
What’s more, in an exclusive interview, I spoke with Odissi
danseuse and Ehsaas Woman Dona Ganguly on her experiences
as a woman, a dancer, a learner, a creator, a mother and a wife.
The conversation was deeply engaging, and I shall be doing more
such interviews for our upcoming issues, so do keep an eye out
for them.
We hope you enjoy reading this edition of Prabha. Do write
to us at newsletter@pkfoundation.org with your feedback,
submissions and suggestions. Keep following us on our social
media handles to stay updated about all our initiatives!
Happy reading!

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the
authors. They do not reflect the opinions or views of the Foundation or its members.
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SNAPSHOT
OF THE MONTH

Prabha Khaitan Foundation celebrated the launch of its Book
Rack in Udaipur on the eve of International Women’s Day. The occasion
witnessed the presence of Ehsaas Women from several cities.
Top row (L-R): Anindita Chatterjee, Shinjini Kulkarni, Shraddha Murdia,
Deepa Mishra, Kanak Rekha Chauhan, Pooja Khanna, Kirti Kirdatt,
Monica Bhagwagar, Vedula Ramalakshmi, Madhuri Halwasiya,
Poonam Bafna and Kalpana Choudhary
Seated (L-R): Anantmala Potdar, Dimple Trivedi, Nidhi Garg, Unnati
Singh, Archana Dalmia, Neelima Dalmia Adhar, Swati Agarwal,
Priyanka Kothari, Garima Mithal and Deepa Garg

The Foundation’s Book Rack at Radisson Blu Udaipur

WISHES EHSAAS WOMEN BORN IN MARCH

13th March

2nd March

4th March

12th March

Sonakshi Kundra

Simran Paintal

Kaveri Lalchand

Praneet Bubber

13th March

Parveen Tuli

28th March

Pooja Agarwal

29th March

Mumal Bhandari
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Shinie Antony

“And when Love speaks, the voice of all the gods / Makes heaven
drowsy with the harmony.”
– William Shakespeare, Love’s Labour’s Lost

If there is one human emotion that defies worldly constraints, it is
love. We can feel it, want it, search for it for years or even run away
from it… but can we ever define love, or its myriad forms? Prabha
Khaitan Foundation attempts to explore this, and many other
poignant themes surrounding love and literature, with the help of
Chasing Love—a three-day boutique literature festival celebrating
the most universal human emotion. Curated by Shinie Antony and
presented by Shree Cement Ltd, Chasing Love witnessed 26 writers
and public figures come together to discuss love in all its forms—
pure, tragic, dangerous, star-crossed, unconventional, hopeless,
triumphant and vulnerable—and the unshakeable place it has carved
for itself in literature.
Come, let us immerse ourselves in love. After all, is there anything
more magnificent?
This Valentine’s Day, we explored love, romance, fantasies, dreams
and magic with Chasing Love. The best authors, in conversation
with the most renowned names in the literary and cultural realms,
spoke about their perspectives on love, desire and, of course, their
books. The entire experience was cherished by the Foundation’s
patrons and audiences.
— Vinnie Kakkar
National Advisor, Prabha Khaitan Foundation
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Romance Has
Shades of Grey

Ravinder Singh

I

Rashmi Menon
n the autumn of 1930, when the actress, Zelda Scott
Fitzgerald, was confined to a sanitorium in Switzerland
owing to ill-health, she wrote a beautiful letter of love
hasn’t it been a lovely day? I woke up this morning and
and longing to her husband, the famous author, F. Scott
the sun was lying like a birth-day parcel on my table so
Fitzgerald. A particularly special session of Chasing
I opened it up and so many happy things went fluttering
Love, a boutique festival organised by Prabha Khaitan
into the air: love to Doo-do and the remembered feel
Foundation, began with an archival video of the
of our skins cool against each other in other
legendary actress, Sharmila Tagore, reading
mornings like a school-mistress.” From
out Zelda’s deeply evocative letter,
this harbinger of happy memories,
which speaks the mind of a woman
Zelda goes on to talk about the
yearning for her husband. Zelda’s
“moon sliding down the mountain
letter highlights the love, need and
like a lost penny” and the “black
frustration of a woman who is
and pungent fields” to express her
isolated from her partner and the
desire to be close to her husband.
world. The tremendous sense of
She recollects all the luxurious,
loneliness is evident in each line,
velvet
moments spent with him.
and Tagore’s beautiful recitation
Her words, “I love you most when
brought Zelda’s words to life.
you phone me,” express how much
Written at a time when autumn was
she longs to talk to him. She wishes to
set to give way to winter, the elements
read the story he has finished writing, but
of Nature and deep, piercing emotions
is afraid to read it in isolation. Truly, Zelda’s
Sharmila Tagore
come together in the letter to create a
love for Scott transcends time.
splendid, heartbreaking piece of art.
Tagore’s recitation was followed by an engaging
The opening lines are fascinating. “Goofy, my darling,
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Although emotions and logic may
be at odds, I am both emotional
and logical at the same time. I also
prefer not to reveal everything to my
readers; after all, curiosity about
something only lasts as long as
you are unaware

talk introduced by Rishma Gill, Ehsaas Woman of
Chandigarh. Rashmi Menon was in conversation
with the writer, Ravinder Singh, about his latest
novel, Write Me a Love Story. A software engineerturned-author who is lauded by his fans as the ‘King
of Romance’, Singh said that he realised the power of
words when he lost his fiancée. The painful experience
led him to switch to full-time writing, followed by the
inception of his own publishing house, Black Ink.
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several people in his writing group who helped him
hone the technique. It ultimately read well, and the
book became hugely popular. Write Me a Love Story,
a complex, layered novel, is about a romance between
an author and an editor, and is set in a publishing
house. Because Singh was familiar with the setting, he
was able to experiment with an erotic tone and style.
What about his writing process? “For me, it
is a combination of flowing ideas and deliberate
contemplation,” said Singh. “My experiences,
observations, or the media I am exposed to trigger
emotions in me, which I pen down in my own
technique. My character sketches, however, are well
thought out and purposeful. The people I write about
are human. They all have shades of grey. So creating

When asked how he would describe himself, Singh
said that he is the “boy next door who has to let it out
to the universe.” His stories are far from being typical
fairy tales; they are about what he observes around
Pooja Poddar Marwah
him. “Although emotions and logic may be at odds,
I am both emotional and logical at the same time,”
these characters requires effort and consideration.”
said Singh. “I also prefer not to reveal everything to
Although he is the King of Romance, it is also
my readers; after all, curiosity about something only
worth
noting that he writes to send out messages
lasts as long as you are unaware.” He also agreed that,
to his readers about subjects like
to a certain extent, the character
road safety, plagiarism and so
in Write Me a Love Story bears
on. Romance, he says, is like a
shades of Singh himself. “Like
My
writing
process
is
a
combination
wrapper which makes people
me, my protagonist, Abhimanyu,
of flowing ideas and deliberate
pick up books that have other,
is also a writer; we even share a
underlying messages. He does
contemplation.
My
experiences,
similar sense of dressing. However,
add, however, that when he writes
I stand by what I said about the
observations or the media I am
fiction, his priorities are, “first,
mystery in the reading process,
exposed to trigger emotions which
entertainment, and then whatever
and so I would like readers to
I pen down in my own way. My
message we are trying to send out.”
make the effort to find out these
character
sketches,
however,
are
details for themselves.”
Entertaining his readers is a
well thought out. The people I
priority
for Singh; he succeeds
Simple, honest and touching—
write
about
all
have
shades
of
grey.
at that while also expressing
that is the essence of Ravinder
Creating these characters requires
profound ideas. He is not just
Singh’s novels. Write Me a Love
a gifted writer but also a witty
effort
and
consideration
Story follows that pattern, but
conversationalist, and this session
there is a marked difference. The
was a testament to that. Pooja
book has integrated erotica in the
Poddar Marwah, Ehsaas Woman
narrative, which Singh described
of
Dehradun, ended the session with
as an “adventurous challenge”. He
a vote of thanks to Singh and the audience on behalf
also revealed that there was a process of intensive
of Prabha Khaitan Foundation.
feedback behind this change, and that there were
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Ishq Wala
Love: Pyaar in
Bollywood

Jugal Hansraj

C

hocolates taste sweeter and roses smell nicer when it’s
Valentine’s Day; and what better occasion can there
be to talk about love in films? All of this and more were
discussed in a special V-Day session of Chasing Love,
organised by Prabha Khaitan Foundation and titled In
70 MM. Radio jockey Stutee Ghosh was in conversation
with Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari, Jugal Hansraj and Kaveree
Bamzai. Aarti Gupta, Ehsaas Woman of Kanpur, hosted
the session.
Tiwari is a renowned Indian filmmaker and writer who
made her directorial debut with the critically acclaimed
Nil Battey Sannata. She received the Filmfare Award for
Best Director in 2017 for Bareilly ki Barfi. She also made
her debut as an author with Mapping Love. Hansraj is
a well-recognised name in the Hindi film industry. He
debuted as a child artist in Masoom; as an adult, his first
film was Aa Gale Lag Ja. He is a model, writer, producer
and director, and won the National Award for Best
Animated Film for Roadside Romeo in 2008. Bamzai is
an independent journalist, author, columnist and TedX
speaker. She was the first and the only woman editor of
India Today, and has authored books like No Regrets: The
Guilt-Free Woman’s Guide to a Good Life, Bollywood Today
and The Three Khans: And the Emergence of New India.

Kaveree Bamzai

In 70 MM strung together interesting threads of
discussion among the guests and Ghosh, popularly
known as Fever 104 FM’s RJ Stutee. All the speakers
candidly shared their perspectives on love and romance,
both in real life and on the big screen. For Hansraj, the
idea of romance is simple and sweet. “As a child growing
up in the 1980s, going to the cinema was a big event,
and entertainment meant watching the musical show,
Chitrahaar, on television. For me, romance on screen
was defined by the songs of R.D. Burman, Asha Bhonsle
and Kishore Kumar, and the chemistry between the reel
couple, Rishi Kapoor and Neetu Singh, who went on to
get married in real life.”
Bamzai had an unconventional take on the subject.
For her, the ‘bromance’ depicted in Zindagi Na Milegi
Dobara, which echoes the iconic Dil Chahta Hai, was
more appealing. “The equation between the three men
portrayed in Zoya Akhtar’s film is the ultimate kind of
romance. The journey undertaken by them in the film
is interesting. It creates a setting for them to discover
what they love and how they love. It is a far cry from the
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idea of love governed by a
feudal mindset, or a socially
approved kind of love,” she
said.
Tiwari revealed that she
harbours a fascination for
Tamil films, particularly
those of Sivaji Ganesan.
“Lamhe, which depicted the
love between an older man
Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari
(played by Anil Kapoor)
and a much younger
woman (portrayed by Sridevi) rightly fits the bill of an
unconventional love story. I believe that love is not always
quintessential. It can bloom in unconventional places and
can defy structures like age groups or social standards.”
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she said. “They spoke
through their eyes and
expressions, and, to me,
that made Piku an iconic
romantic film of our times.”
Tiwari spoke about her film
in the Netflix anthology,
Ankahi Kahaniya. “The
story stemmed from the
loneliness of city life. It is
Stutee Ghosh
not a creepy, complicated
love story of a man and a
mannequin; it is about companionship, about having
someone to speak to, irrespective of whether that
someone is living or inanimate.”

What about the ongoing dichotomy about values
in
Indian
films? While movies like Aligarh, Piku and
The moderator moved on to a discussion about the
Chandigarh Kare Aashiqui were
sweet, ‘chocolate boy’ trope in certain
appreciated, so were films like Kabir
romantic movies. “These kinds of
Singh and Pushpa: The Rise. Bamzai
films were wildly popular in the
Lamhe, which depicted the love
acknowledged
the dichotomy and
1990s, but the ‘chocolate boy’ image of
between an older man (played by
highlighted an important point.
actors seems to have taken a backseat
Anil Kapoor) and a much younger
“Bollywood caters to a disparate
in present times,” said Ghosh. “The
woman (portrayed by Sridevi) rightly audience, and hence filmmakers
simplicity of movies in the ’90s
are trying to serve a variety of
fits the bill of an unconventional
enthralled the audience, but now,
moviegoers. Movies made in the
‘chocolate’ heroes are missing in the
love story. Love is not always
southern states of India, on the one
corpus of Indian cinema.” Hansraj felt
quintessential. It can bloom in
hand, are unapologetically romantic
the same way, and said that he missed
unconventional places and can
and melodramatic, but the audience
the simplistic movies and melodious
defy
structures
like
age
groups
in North India responds to a different
songs of that time. When Ghosh
kind of cinema. Filmmakers are often
or social standards
talked about the iconic title track of
not sure whom they are catering to.”
Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, Hansraj, who
— Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari Tiwari admitted that love has different
had composed the original mukhda of
interpretations across spectrums in
the song, talked about how delighted
Indian society. It is the curiosity and the
he was to find that his melody had
urge
to
experience
both the real and the surreal world that
become a chartbuster. “The charm of mellifluous songs
keeps
audiences
hooked
to different types of cinema.
is missing, but people’s tastes do change with time,” he
said. “Heroes portrayed in modern movies are characterbased. The plots of movies do not follow a predictable
pattern like before.” Tiwari candidly admitted that old
songs of the black and white
era or the ghazals of Jagjit
Singh are remembered more
fondly than the lyrics of
modern melodies.
Bamzai felt that a more
unspoken kind of love
is portrayed in cinema
now. “Think of Piku,
where Deepika Padukone
and Irrfan Khan hardly
communicated verbally,”

Aarti Gupta

The conversation ended with the speakers discussing
the future of love stories. They agreed that love stories
in cinema are defined by stars, and involve a kind of
emotional investment on
the part of viewers. The
goal for the future would
be to witness the depiction
of more mature love stories
that explore the patience
of love. Sunita Shekhawat,
Ehsaas Woman of Jaipur,
closed the session with an
expression of gratitude
for the speakers and the
audience.
Sunita Shekhawat
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The Power
To Love
Without Limits

K.R. Meera

L

ove appears when you least expect it. As the world
Nisha Susan
reeled under the effects of the pandemic and the
negativity it brought with it, love turned out to be an
unexpected messiah. In love, magic happens, and it
gripping note, with a statement by Meera: “All my life, I
helps us move on from all that is unpleasant in this
have wanted a dangerous love.”
world. So how can love be dangerous? And why would
How can an ideal person be dangerous? Meera
anyone want a dangerous love? In a virtual session of
says that the very concept of an ‘ideal person’ can be
Chasing Love titled When It’s Magic, organised by
dangerous. This is because such a concept is not accessible
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, author K.R. Meera spoke
to a middle-class Indian woman living
of this idea of danger in love, among
a mediocre life. For a woman such
many other things. Introducing
as this to want or even get such a
the session and its guest was Vidya
The women in my books are not in
thing is dangerous. In fact, as Susan
Gajapathi Raju Singh, Ehsaas Woman
love with chosen men or individuals; points out, many of Meera’s books
of Chennai.
have characters who choose this
they are in love with the ideals that
Meera, a journalist and prolific
danger. Many of them reject love and
our society deems dangerous
writer, has authored several books,
marriage, or act out their heartbreak
including Qabar, The Poison of
in ways that are unbearable to watch.
Love and Aarachaar. She was in
One such character, in The Poison of
conversation with Nisha Susan, who has
Love, declared herself a widow. Meera
authored Women Who Forgot to Invent Facebook and
agrees. “It is true that my characters choose to express
Other Stories and translated Qabar into English from
their emotions in ways that are different, and often
the original Malayalam. The conversation started on a
dangerous; in fact, this sense of being different from what
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Vidya Gajapathi Raju Singh

Shraddha Murdia

is considered normal has guided my writing.”
“The women in my books are not in love with
chosen men or individuals; they are in love with the
ideals that our society deems dangerous,” said Meera.
“When I write, I go through a process of looking for a
higher meaning of love. This is also a personal process,
which is why I am influenced by my own experiences,
by the experiences of people around me. Writing, for
me, is like creating a sculpture out of the amorphous
or jelly-like elements of experience.”
However, the process is not as
simple as a mere exploration. For a
middle-class Indian woman, there
are several chains—patriarchy,
fascism, conflict—restricting her
from following what she desires.
In fact, as Susan mentioned, in
Meera’s book, Qabar, all of these
strands are interconnected; one
does not know where one chain
ends and the other begins.
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Qabar, which she wrote as a promise she had made to
her mentor. She said, “I can write only when someone
asks me to write. It is inspiring to think that someone
somewhere is looking forward to reading what I’m
writing. If my readers stop asking for the next novel,
maybe I won’t write. Unless there is someone to read, I
won’t write.”

Meera said she wanted to write about women who
had not been written about before. “I was inspired to
write these tales because there were stories I would
have liked to read but they hadn’t
been written yet. There was a
vacuum in my generation; women
There was a vacuum in my
like me were not reflected well,
generation; women like me were
portrayed well, heard well or seen
not reflected well, portrayed well,
well; we had been taught from the
heard well or seen well; we had
beginning that only a certain kind
been taught from the beginning that of woman exists. The truth is that
only a certain kind of woman exists. all sorts of women exist, and that is
what I wanted to show through my
The truth is that all sorts of women
writing.”
exist, and that is what I wanted to

When asked about her
show through my writing
When Meera writes about
inspirations
from the media,
love, it is all sensory—there are
Meera spoke about Ayn Rand and
visual facets as well as elements
Charulata,
but she also added that
of fragrance and of sound. When
there
were
real
people
who
inspired
her—people who
asked whether this is more deliberate or simply a part
broke
out
and
defied
stereotypes.
“However,
for me
of her style, she said, “Writing is a tidal wave which
personally, it is important to guard my writing before
sweeps over me and drowns me.” Her stories come to
I can exercise rebellion; all my rebellions move around
her as visuals at the back of her mind; her task is to
describe them and to find suitable metaphors for those the actual process of writing.”
images.
Meera’s presence, even virtually, was enough to
empower
those watching her; and with Susan, another
As the conversation delved deeper into Meera’s
dynamic
woman,
the session was both entertaining
writing process, she spoke about how, before
and extremely inspiring. Women need not apologise
Aarachaar, she could multitask as a writer. She could
for loving and living in the ways they want to, and
write journalistic pieces, novels and copies all at the
these wonderful women truly brought that point
same time. However, more recently, she has only
forward. Shraddha Murdia, Ehsaas Woman of
been able to invest in one piece at a time. What was
interesting was her “farmaish” model, as Susan put it— Udaipur, closed the session with a vote of thanks to
Meera, Susan and the audience.
Meera usually writes on request. This was also true of
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Walking with
Courage into
Forbidden
Territory

Anukrti Upadhyay

“We look to literature to allow ourselves to get in touch
with what we all know about love but are encouraged to
Jahnavi Barua
disacknowledge in regular life.” This session of Chasing
Love, organised by Prabha Khaitan Foundation,
Queer Theory in Shakespearean Literature and Film and
was about the kind of love that does not obey societal
Indifference to Difference: On Queer Universalism. Bose,
rules, the kind of love that does not conform. This
based in Bangalore, is a passionate writer who gave
love has found a place in art, literature, and in our
up her job as an HR consultant to pursue her dreams.
lives. Introduced by Priyanshi Patel, Ehsaas Woman
Her latest work is Shadow and Soul.
of Ahmedabad, the session featured
Mahadevan, the moderator of the
Anukrti Upadhyay, Jahnavi Barua,
session, is an award-winning author
Once
happiness
is
achieved
in
a
Madhavi Menon and Nandita Bose
of children’s books. Her debut novel,
literary work, readers do not find
in conversation with Madhavi S.
Mahadevan.
anything else to resonate with. It is The Kaunteyas, is a retelling of the
Mahabharata from the perspective of
the path to happiness that interests Kunti.
Upadhyay has authored twin
novellas in English—Daura and
us, more so when it is riddled with
Mahadevan set the ball rolling with
Bhanuri. Barua is an Indian author
obstacles. The universality of grief
the
mention of true love, which, in
based in Bangalore, and has written
is very powerful, and it touches
literature,
usually has two shades: as a
two novels, A Rebirth and Undertow,
readers
at
a
visceral
level
Holy Grail, and as forbidden territory.
of which the latter won the Best
Fiction prize in the Author Awards
— Jahnavi Barua Love comes with labels; it is often
censored or forbidden, and artists
2021. Menon is a Professor of
have to pay the price as they wrestle
English, an author and an editor. She
with
legal roadblocks, such as laws
has authored Wanton Words: Rhetoric and Sexuality
surrounding
obscenity.
The question is, why are tragic
in English Renaissance Drama, Unhistoric Shakespeare:
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love stories—the kind that are interrupted
because of societal structures and never
witness a happily ever after—so much more
appealing to readers?
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Love. The book explores the plurality of
desire. “Love is a sanitised, sanctioned,
government-approved version of what
desire can be,” said said. She discussed
how the law cannot make desire go
away, but can make it go underground.
“India’s culture had both permissive
and conservative aspects. The British, as
colonisers, steered the country towards
its conservative tendencies, such as the
divisiveness of Vedic Hinduism’s caste
system.”

According to Upadhyay, there is a
subconscious connection between happiness
and sadness, like the relationship between
birth and death. “Happy endings follow a
pattern but tragedies are unique,” she added.
“They appeal to the side of the human
Madhavi Menon
consciousness that embraces sadness.”
Barua agreed with Upadhyay, saying that
happiness is commonplace. “Once happiness
Barua’s novel, Undertow, features
is achieved in a literary work, readers do
an intercaste marriage that falls apart.
not find anything else to resonate with. It
This invited an interesting question:
is the path to happiness that interests us,
are forbidden relationships mere
more so when it is riddled with obstacles.
infatuations that are powered by the
The universality of grief is very powerful,
disapproval they face? Barua said that
and it touches readers at a visceral level.”
love and marriage are caste-agnostic—
Bose starkly brought out the difference in
different criteria contribute to the
forbidden love through the perspective of
success and failure of a relationship.
Nandita Bose
gender and place. “What is forbidden for
Bose contributed to this discussion in
women may not be forbidden for men.
her own way when she said that her
The definition of ‘forbidden’ is subject to
novels are love stories and her erotica
variation in rural-urban and India-overseas
is usually in the form of short stories.
contexts. Hence, the word ‘forbidden’ calls
“Since there is an emotional depth,
for examination.” Bose also pointed out what
passion, and longing in love stories, they
makes star-crossed lovers ill-suited to each
enable me to write longer forms, which
other in literature. It is an effort to otheris more difficult to maintain with pure
ise people who belong to different castes,
erotica”, she said. Upadhyay explores
religions, languages groups and so on. “Even
relationships in foreign settings in her
unknowingly, through love stories, happy or
latest, award-winning novel, Kintsugi.
sad, we perpetuate the rules of society and
The book portrays characters looking for
Madhavi S. Mahadevan
try to teach people whom they can love,”
a relationship to fill a gap in their lives—
she said. “We show readers what happens
they make use of relationships in a futile
when they defy the establishment.” This was when Menon attempt to solve the problems festering within themselves.
pointed out how we look to literature to validate the
Bose also had a fascinating take on her woman characters.
notions of love that we are unable to accept in reality. “We
“In my stories, I show the lover as an ally. A woman is not
may pay homage to true love in daily life, but we all know
given much space of her own in patriarchy, so the lover
the grim reality. That’s exactly why forbidden love stories
is someone who stands by her, who empowers her to be
are appealing.”
herself.” The conversation ended with Menon being asked
her views on desire and social media. “Shame, restrictions
The conversation continued with a discussion on
and taboos have always been there, but social media is
Menon’s book, Infinite Variety: A History of Desire in
slowly separating the idea of consequence from action.
This means people are much more self-righteous in their
denigration and accusations,” she responded.
The intriguing session left the audience both enriched
and entertained, and ended with a vote of thanks by
Srutimala Duara, Ehsaas Woman of Guwahati, to the
authors, the moderator and the audience on behalf of
Prabha Khaitan Foundation.
Priyanshi Patel

Srutimala Duara
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ockdown
essons about
ove

Shobhaa De

D

uring the lockdown, the world was gripped not just
by the coronavirus, but also a pandemic of loneliness.
Rifts between people widened, and human relationships
were put to the test. People felt claustrophobic, confused
and helpless. It was during a time like this that the prolific
and spirited author, Shobhaa De, wrote her collection
of short stories, Lockdown Liaisons. De is a celebrated
Indian writer known for her words and wit, and has
taken women’s fiction writing in India to new heights.
Her books are scathing observations on modern society.
She was nominated in the Top 50 of India’s Most Trusted
People compiled by Reader’s Digest. More than 17 of her
novels have become bestsellers, making her one of the
top-selling authors of the time. In a session of Chasing
Love, organised by Prabha Khaitan Foundation, De
discussed Lockdown Liaisons in conversation with writer
Kiran Manral. Neelima Dalmia Adhar, Ehsaas Woman of
Delhi, introduced the talk and welcomed De, Manral and
the audience to the session.
At a time when people struggled with being productive
and creative, De produced a stunning collection of short
stories. When asked how she was able to do this, she
answered with frankness. She had a panic attack. The

Kiran Manral

collection had emerged as a “desperate response to a
desperate situation”.
The global outbreak had rattled the whole world, with
people’s sense of self and security going for a toss. There
was fear and uncertainty all around. As a person who
had always chronicled her times, De’s collection of stories
was a natural outcome of the author’s urge to record
everything that was going on in her mind and life during
an unprecedented time.
When Manral asked De why she chose the short story
format for Lockdown Liaisons, De said that she wanted
to occupy different skins and voices; if she had not done
so, she would not have been able to speak of feelings
other than her own. “My characters allowed me to show
the myriad shades of feelings during the lockdown.
The first-person narrative was essential for conveying
the sense of urgency I felt. Lockdown Liaisons traces a
pattern in feelings too. The book seems to be progressing
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Neelima Dalmia Adhar

Sonakshi Kundra

emotionally in some way, where some stories focus
on anger and some on hope. Feelings of anger and
frustration give way to mature introspection and
finally to a sense of hope.”

couples were put to the test, having to use the survival
skills necessary to face such a situation. While many
were disillusioned, others took this opportunity to
introspect. Rather than being haunted by bitterness,
the former wife in De’s story recognised that the
other woman was vulnerable and broken too, and
had brought love, care and a sense of nurturing to her
former husband’s life; the person she
had felt threatened by was not a
threat at all.

Manral switched to talking about the choice of
characters in De’s stories. “I chose characters whose
lives and relationships were impacted by the virus,”
said De. “Other than the medical
crises, several victims of the
pandemic were, in fact, people in
Other than the medical crises,
love. Young lovers could not see
several victims of the pandemic
their relationships through to
their end, and older people in
were, in fact, people in love.
stable relationships could not
Young lovers could not see their
take their stability for granted
relationships through to their
anymore.”

end, and older people in stable

There are several other stories
in the book: stories of unfulfilled
love, of crises and relationships
left behind. There is also the
story of a migrant. In the face of
an indifferent government, the
migrant crisis threw up several
unexpected heroes, many of them
anonymous, who brought smiles to
people’s faces.

One of the stories that Manral
relationships could not take their
brought up was about a sari. While
stability for granted anymore
the story features a woman who
is to own a sari, she never appears
on the scene. The protagonist is
What De left the audience with
the sari itself, and the weaver who
at the end of this conversation was
makes it. De is closely connected to
a sense of hope—she said that the
the weavers of Benaras, and many of these people were fragility of life and relationships has shaken us all. “We
left without livelihoods or hope in the pandemic. The
have discovered how precious it is to demonstrate our
sari and its unseen owner are a tribute to that loss.
love, not take it for granted. To invest in love will give
the world its highest returns.”
The conversation moved on to other stories in the
collection. In one of them, De talks about a divorced
woman living a luxurious life. Her ex-husband had
moved on to another woman. A tale such as this is
commonplace, but what makes De’s story unique
is an underlying empathy for the other woman. De
says that in the pandemic, there were marriages in
which distances grew because love no longer existed
between the two people—marriages that got redefined.
In many cases, a dullness had crept in and many

This was a conversation about a grim period in
human history; yet, De infused it with positivity
and optimism. As we look at a possible end to the
pandemic, it is important to remember it, to chronicle
it, and also, slowly but surely, to move past it.
Sonakshi Kundra, Ehsaas Woman of Amritsar,
ended the session with a word of gratitude to the
author, the moderator and the audience on behalf of
the Foundation.
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At The End,
There Is
Still Love

Andaleeb Wajid

L

ove moves mountains, breaks through icebergs, parts
seas and creates miracles. And who better to talk
about the various functions that love fulfils in our lives
than a group of illustrious women who have written about
love? Andaleeb Wajid is a Bangalore-based writer whose
authorial focus has been on diverse topics like food,
relationships and weddings in a Muslim context. Milan
Vohra, as her Facebook profile says, is a ‘juggler’: she
juggles several literary forms as a writer of novels, short
stories and ad campaigns. Prajwal Hegde wears many hats
too; she has been working with the Times of India since
2005, and has played tennis at the state and the national
levels. Reena I. Puri, who is based in Bangalore, is the
Executive Editor of Amar Chitra Katha. Her meticulously
researched graphic books help readers uncover a treasure
trove of information about Indian history and mythology.
In a special session of Chasing Love, organised by Prabha
Khaitan Foundation, Wajid, Vohra, Hegde and Puri were
in conversation with Anuja Chandramouli, an author of
fantasy and historical fiction. The session and its speakers
were introduced by Aakriti Periwal, Ehsaas Woman and
the Foundation’s honorary convenor of Overseas Affairs.
The conversation began with Chandramouli asking

Milan Vohra

Wajid about the secret ingredients in her engaging books.
“There is no secret ingredient as such,” said Wajid. “But
I will say that my books serve as an escape mechanism
not only for my readers but also for me. Sometimes life
gets too much, so when I am writing these books, I am
in control of the world. I am creating a situation where
there is always a happy ending. I like to keep my stories
realistic, and write about people whom you could meet. I
think that is what appeals to a lot of people who find my
books relatable.”
Chandramouli then turned her attention to Puri,
asking her about the changing portrayal of women in
comics, and if there is a need to depict women more
realistically. “The changes you are referring to are already
underway,” replied Puri. “At a seminar I attended in
Delhi, I had said that we are, at present, bringing in more
gender-sensitive stories and more tales about women that
do not just revolve around their beauty.”
Hegde was asked if the love stories of real-life
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Prajwal Hegde

Reena I. Puri

Anuja Chandramouli

sportspersons like the Indian tennis star, Sania Mirza, and Chandramouli’s main question was emphatic: “I don’t
the Pakistani cricketer, Shoaib Malik, were the inspiration
think we can do without love or music. If I still had to
behind her work, What’s Good About Falling, a romance
choose, I would say that you can’t do without love.”
between elite Indian sportspersons. “No! Neither Sania
Drawing attention to the stigma attached to
nor Shoaib was the inspiration,” replied Hegde. “When
desire, especially to women who dare to fall in love,
you move away from the field of sports,
Chandramouli asked Vohra why she
there are little things over the years
writes stories full of love and desire.
Love has become rather short-lived
of travel that stay in your head. You
What does she want her woman
and goal-oriented and nowadays
tend to dwell on them. Not things
readers to draw from it? “Love has
that can appear in newspapers, but
we don’t even stop to ask ourselves become rather short-lived and goaldetails that fire the imagination, that
whether what we are feeling is
oriented, and nowadays we don’t even
you can draw upon as inspiration.”
stop to ask ourselves whether what we
actually love or not. We go through
Hegde did agree, though, that she
are feeling is actually love or not. We
all the highs and the lows. But the
took some inspiration from Mirza in
go through all the highs and the lows.
journey is similar to love. So when
terms of designing her protagonist.
But the journey is similar to love. So
people say there are no more takers when people say there are no more
“I dramatised a lot of things. A
romance between athletes is always
for love, I beg to differ. Because love takers for love, I beg to differ. Because
the most intriguing because it is not
is the fundamental thing we all seek love is the fundamental thing we all
very common. Athletes have very
seek in our lives”.
in our lives
demanding careers; for me, that was
The session, which covered
— Milan Vohra
the spark I wanted to weave my story
several
aspects of love and women’s
around.”
experiences with it, included a
Music is a robust theme in Vohra’s
discussion on the growing culture of
book, Our Song. This intrigued Chandramouli, who is a
hookups among young people who are searching for
music lover herself. “Taking a cue from your protagonist,
romance in different ways. To this, Wajid had a positive
who points out the impermanence of love, should
point to add. “There is always hope for more in
people choose music, or love, or both?”
people’s hearts. Think about all the books,
asked the moderator. “People will leave,”
movies and contemporary stories in which
responded Vohra. “Even the good
two people are having a one-night stand.
ones do. Music will always stay. It is
The book usually ends with them getting
something I really drew on, because
married! That does not always happen
music got me through heartbreaks,
in real life, but even in something as
tough times and even periods of
seemingly uncomplicated as a hookup,
heartache that did not have anything
there is still a sort of romantic aspiration,
to do with romance. It’s always music
at least in the books and novels we read.
that I keep returning to. It sustains me
These books and novels are created by us.
or breaks me further. It’s probably the
Aakriti Periwal
This means that people are still ascribing hope
strongest relationship we can have, and it is,
to such situations and looking at love in a different
to some extent, in our control.” But Vohra’s answer to
way. At the end of it, there is still love.”
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ove As A
augh Riot

Anuvab Pal

T

he best-selling American author, Henry Cloud, once
said, “Dating should be a part of our lives.” The last
session of Chasing Love, presented by Prabha Khaitan
Foundation and aptly titled Dating Shating, explored the
nuances of love, romance and dating. The session featured
stand-up comics Anuvab Pal and Rubi Chakravarti, and
authors Anuja Chauhan, G. Sampath and Zac O’Yeah.
They were in conversation with the author and curator of
Chasing Love, Shinie Antony. The session was introduced
by Ruhi Walia Syal, Ehsaas Woman of Jalandhar.
When did each of the guests realise that humour
was their “thing”? Pal, Chakravarti, Chauhan, Sampath
and O’Yeah all had similar stories to share. They spoke
about how humour had been their key to being liked,
and eventually a tool for finding a place for themselves
socially. As Pal put it, “Being funny is a good way to not
get beaten up, to get people to like you. It is a life-saving
thing.” Chauhan added, “In an unkind world, humour
gets you by.”
As the speakers laughed and got the audience
chuckling with them, the conversation moved to the
guests’ thoughts about the quintessential symbol of
love—the rose. “2022 is not the era of roses,” said Pal.

Rubi Chakravarti

“The image of roses takes me back to the 1980s.” “There is
hardly any effort put in nowadays in giving roses,” joked
Chauhan. “I am very sceptical. If my husband gives me
roses, I might suspect that he’s having an affair, or clearing
out my fixed deposits!” Sampath said that he is fond of
roses, “but only when they are emojis.” O’Yeah added to
the hilarity with, “I would like to give a cactus instead of a
rose. And I would give it along with tequila; pouring some
tequila on the cactus once in a while could help it grow!”
Do women look for a sense of humour in their
partners, a character trait that isn’t necessarily important
for men when they are looking for partners? “I enjoy
being around people with a sense of humour,” said Pal.
“If both partners have a good sense of humour, it will get
them through, as opposed to a relationship where one
or both partners feel the need to perform constantly.”
Sampath agreed: “In a relationship, lovers should be
a foil for each other. Humour can be a double-edged
sword, in that a humorous comment could be taken the
wrong way, and result in conflict between partners and in
relationships. Also, humour is rarely the basis on which
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Anuja Chauhan

G. Sampath

someone chooses a partner. While it is a good quality, it
cannot be the only foundation on which such a decision
is made.”
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Zac O'Yeah

met the other person even once,” said Pal. “Sexting can
be dangerous if it happens with the wrong person. But as
far as typos are concerned, partners are clever enough to
understand when a mistake has been made.”

Chauhan had a different take on how ideas of gender
govern humour. “Humour is about
Chauhan dwelt on the cruelty of
power. The traditional setup dictates
‘ghosting’ a person. “It is awkward
A man will admire another man’s
that the man will tell the joke and
and whimsical to stop communicating
wife
for
being
witty,
but
wouldn’t
the woman will laugh. A person with
with a person without any warning.
want his own partner to possess
a sense of humour is a confident
They get no closure, no sense of
individual, the kind of person who
what happened, and it takes a long
the same wit. If his own partner
puts themselves out there, and that
time before they can even laugh at
were funny, it would make him
quality is traditionally looked for in
it. Moreover, there is a false sense of
feel insecure, not because he is
men.” Chakravarti, too, acknowledged
intimacy in sexting,” she said. “There
a
bad
person
but
because
he
has
this hypocrisy and chauvinism in
is no sense of commitment,” said
traditionally been brought up to
perceptions of humour. “A man
Chakravarti. “Dating sites and chat
will admire another man’s wife for
sites give people the licence to engage
believe that he is superior
being witty, but wouldn’t want his
— Rubi Chakravarti in parallel relationships. The worst
own partner to possess the same
thing one can do is be emotionally
wit. If his own partner were sharp
unfaithful.” While Sampath revealed
and funny, it would make him feel
a personal experience to illustrate his
insecure, not because he is a bad person but because he
aversion to sexting, O’Yeah had a funny take on the
has traditionally been brought up to believe that he is
advantage of conducting relationships via mobile devices.
superior.”
“One can be better and more natural while sexting. There
is, for example, no need to
The mood lightened when
brush one’s teeth or put on
the question of technology
perfume while sexting,” he
came up. Antony asked the
joked. The session was funspeakers what they thought
filled and light-hearted, and
about the ways in which
gave the audience plenty of
technology was changing
food for thought while also
romance, particularly the
putting a smile on their faces.
many love stories that were
fuelled by texting or even
Ruhi Walia Syal
sexting. What could be
the worst thing to happen
when someone makes a typo, or if something goes
wrong technologically? “In modern times, it’s possible to
conduct entire relationships via text and without having

Poonam Bafna, Ehsaas
Poonam Bafna
Woman of Coimbatore,
ended the session by
expressing her gratitude to the guests, and most of all to
Antony for her stellar curation of the boutique festival on
love and literature.
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India’s Success Depends
on Girls and Women
anything and be anyone carries huge benefits for the
country, society, economy, and humanity at large.”
She mentioned the role of the UN in empowering
women and girls and how hard it has been working to
eliminate all gender discrimination, especially
through the Commission on the Status of
Women. “The Commission on the Status
of Women Review Meet is a unique,
global gathering of government
agencies, women’s organisations and
NGOs to discuss issues affecting
women, review existing policies
and plan future action,” she said. “It
also has an international treaty, the
Convention on the Elimination of all
forms of Discrimination Against Women
Sumitra Ray
(CEDAW), which has been signed by most
countries, including India. It sets the standards
that nations and societies have to match to promote
women’s rights and gender equality.”

Lakshmi M. Puri

L

akshmi M. Puri had a word of advice
for young girls. “It’s never too late to
get organised and be leaders!” This was, of
course, only one of several pearls of wisdom
she had to share. Puri, a former IFS officer
and Ambassador, was director of the international
trade division of the UN Conference on Trade and
Development for 15 years. She also served as an
assistant secretary-general of the UN and the founding
Puri introduced the concept of ‘equal humanity and
deputy executive director of UN Women. Under its
equality’ while talking about the Universal Declaration
Muskaan initiative, Prabha Khaitan Foundation,
of Human Rights. Pointing out that the document
in association with Education For
mentions the “spirit of brotherhood”,
All Trust, organised an online session
she said that “sisterhood” should be
Empowering women and girls
with Puri on empowering girls for the
added to it as well. When talking
future. Puri was introduced by John A.
with education, skills and
about the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Bagul, the founder Principal of Kolkata’s
confidence... has huge benefits
Development, she dwelt on her work as
South City International School, and the
the head of UN Women and introduced
for the country, society,
session was moderated by the Student
the concept of Sustainable Development
economy and humanity
Programme Advisor of the Foundation,
Goal 5. “It is a comprehensive goal for
Sumitra Ray.
every woman and girl, irrespective

Puri, a recipient of the prestigious
Eleanor Roosevelt Prize for Human Rights, spoke
eloquently about gender equality and the importance
of empowering girls and women. She began by
highlighting the importance of taking girls and
women along as part of India’s success story.
India represents about 20% of the global
female population and equal status for them
here is bound to influence the world. “We
cannot be an aatmanirbhar Bharat without
aatmanirbhar girls and women. Empowering
women and girl children with education,
skills and confidence so that they can do

John Bagul

of their circumstances,” said Puri.
“The four actions needed to achieve SDG 5 include
implementing norms and standards of gender equality
by all governments, collecting and analysing data to
learn facts, changing mindsets and conducting groundlevel programmes that can have a significant
impact on societies.”
“There is a great need for women’s voices,
participation and leadership in political
and economic arenas. The importance
of valuing and sharing unpaid care and
domestic work, as well as technological and
digital empowerment, cannot be emphasised
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enough. These factors have been included in the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development to make it gendersensitive.” This, she added, will contribute to women’s
overall empowerment in different socio-economic and
political realms.

partnerships is necessary for creating a succession plan,”
she said. “We must connect the dots at each stage of
the human life cycle to achieve a truly transformative
society. Every girl must be supported, their voices
should be heard, and they should be granted spaces
for participating in the decision-making processes that
Puri went on to make a pertinent point about
shape their lives.” Puri even urged girls to be confident
gender inequality in India. “It is primarily caused by
about their bodies and how they look while taking care
society’s fascination with the male child. This leads to
of their physical, mental and spiritual well-being. “A
high rates of female foeticide and infanticide in the
body-confident woman is emotionally and intellectually
country. Another major cause is the lack of access to
free to express herself. This becomes essential when
basic needs such as education, nutrition and healthcare.
she’s following her dreams and fulfilling
Gender-based violence, a huge wage gap
her potential to make a difference in the
and archaic practices such as dowry
Women, you have to wage a world.”
and child marriage are other leading
causes.” Puri drew further attention to
The moderator gave young girls a
million mutinies every day,
the fact that women are compelled to
chance
to interact directly with Puri
everywhere and in every
prove their loyalty to the system, thereby
through a Q&A session. In response to a
way. You will have to stand
perpetuating patriarchy. She cautioned
question, Puri commented on the need
up for your beliefs and
women against falling into this trap. “You
for the progressive representation of
inspire
others
to
promote
have to wage a million mutinies every
women in the media. She also pointed
gender equality. Demand it
day, everywhere and in every way. You
out a heartening sign: “In present times,
will have to stand up for your beliefs and
and become role models and the content we consume is changing.
inspire others to promote gender equality.
Increasingly, it is depicting empowered
change-makers yourselves
Demand it and become role models and
women and young girls who follow their
change-makers yourselves.” Quoting
minds and pursue the careers they want.”
the veteran feminist, Gloria Steinem, she
Towards the end of the session, Puri narrated a few
pointed out the role that boys and men must play in
lines from the UN Women song:
empowering women and achieving gender equality.
“In a way, boys also have a far greater responsibility
“I am a girl, I am a queen
to transform themselves, to rid themselves of toxic
I can be anything I wanna be
notions of masculinity and to imbibe notions of gender
Woman of the world, living my dreams
equality.”
I’m gonna show you what I can achieve
Puri pointed out that humanity and society at
large will only benefit from pushing women towards
greatness. “Suppressing half of the world’s creativity,
passion and thoughts cannot unlock humanity’s full
potential for sustainable development,” she said.
“Boys and girls belonging to the digital generation can
achieve gender equality today by collectively leveraging
technology to eliminate gender boundaries.”

Tell me I’m not gonna make it, hah,
Watch close ‘cause I’m not gonna quit
Climbing up the ladder
Everyday I’m getting better
One day you’re gonna have to face it
I don’t need you holding my hand
I can jump as high you can
I’m not saying I do it better
There’s no need to try and measure.”

Puri urged schools to include gender studies in their
curriculum, as schools play a major role in sowing and
nurturing the seeds of gender equality and women
empowerment. “Strengthening intergenerational

Abhinav Kumar
Singh

Anjali Kumari

Arni Saha

This session of Muskaan is presented
by Shree Cement Ltd

Brett Manuk

Papia Lahiri

S. Dasgupta

Soumili Syamal
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Shubhangi Sharma
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Love, Gratitude
and Service: The
Sufi Way of Life

Syed Salman Chishty

Apra Kuchhal

N

ot only were Syed Salman Chishty’s words—“To
He is the 26th generation Gaddi Nashin (hereditary
get close to the creator, you must serve the
custodian of the Sufi shrine). Ajmer Sharif stands tall
creation” —inspiring, his charisma
as a Sufi shrine, and his family has
and warmth were enough to raise
been dedicatedly serving the dargah
one’s spirits. In a virtual session of
from the 11th century. Chishty’s work
The only question that can be
Ek Mulakat Vishesh, organised
involves research on Sufi traditions
asked [at Ajmer Sharif] is,
by Prabha Khaitan Foundation
and their interactions with global
‘How can I serve you?’ We
and hosted by Zarqa Jain, Ehsaas
culture and heritage.
serve
whoever
needs
our
Woman of Ludhiana, Chishty spoke
Chishty regularly takes part
eloquently about the traditions and
service, and when we do not
in international conferences on
different aspects of Sufism. He was
know how to help, we pray
interfaith dialogue and represents
in conversation with Apra Kuchhal,
the Chishti Sufi order in the Middle
for the person. Irrespective of
Ehsaas Woman of Jaipur and the
East, Asia, the United States and the
a person’s religion, creed or
Foundation’s honorary convenor of
United Kingdom; he is also a keen
nationality, everyone is served
Rajasthan and Central India Affairs.
photographer and has authored several
Syed Salman Chishty hails from the
Chishti Sufi family of Ajmer Sharif, the
sacred tomb (dargah) of the revered
Sufi saint, Khwaja Moinuddin Hasan Chishti.

at the dargah

articles. The session began with the
holy name of Khwaja Moinuddin
Hasan Chishti. The globally renowned
Sufi saint is lauded as ‘Gareeb Nawaz’—someone
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who cared for all, whether they
were strangers, poor, oppressed,
downtrodden or kings. The ‘Gareeb’
in the name of Khwaja Gareeb
Nawaz does not just mean poor; it
means ‘a stranger’. When someone
comes to Ajmer Sharif, they feel a
sense of belonging. The magnitude
of serving one and all has been the
spirit of the sacred trust for the past
810 years.
The foundational message of
Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti is ‘Love
towards all, malaise towards none.’
Unconditional love for everyone—
the Gaddi Nashin or the keyholders
of the sacred trust believe and abide
by this philosophy. It has been spread seena-ba-seena,
heart to heart, from one believer to the other.

Zarqa Jain

through sabr (patience) and shukr
(gratitude)”. He shared a beautiful
anecdote from the life of Akbar to
explain the philosophies of sabr and
shukr. “Akbar had all the riches, but
he did not have a child. His guru,
Sheikh Salim Chishti, advised him
to go to Ajmer and pray for a male
heir. Akbar showed sabr and walked
up to Ajmer from Fatehpur Sikri to
offer his prayers. His prayers were
answered and he was blessed with a
male child, whom he named after his
guru. As a mark of gratitude or shukr
to Gareeb Nawaz, he gifted a large
cauldron which is used, till date, to
cook the langar.”

Chishty also said that in spiritual life, submission
is not giving up, it is freedom. He shared the personal
experience of his religious awakening when he
submitted himself at the feet of Gareeb Nawaz.
“From then on,” he said, “I have never looked back
in life. Practising Sufi philosophy is about finding
the middle path between worldliness and spirituality.
Most importantly, it represents a journey of service to
mankind and guides you to spread the message of love
and happiness.”

Chishty says that they have been taught by
ancestors not to ask for the identity of a person
visiting the shrine. “The only question that can be
asked is, ‘How can I serve you?’ We serve whoever
needs our service, and when we do not know how to
help, we pray for the person. Irrespective of a person’s
religion, creed or nationality, everyone is served
at the Ajmer Sharif dargah.” He also stressed upon
the fact that there was no discrimination between
Before wrapping up the discussion on Sufism,
denominations—the langar, which represents
Chishty recited the last sermon delivered by Khwaja
service, the essence of the Chishti
Moinuddin Hasan Chishti. It
Sufi order, is completely vegetarian in
comprised some beautiful lines
deference to the preferences of various Sufi philosophy is about finding
about kindness, service and selfless
people from different communities.
love. Chishty reiterated that we
the middle path between
all have the capacity to “dispel the
worldliness and spirituality… it
The term ‘Sufi’ is a derivative of
darkness of ignorance, dissolve
the word suf, which means wool, and
represents a journey of service
the clouds of discord and war, and
signifies purity. “Sufism is a journey
to mankind and guides you to
spread goodwill, peace and harmony
of inward awakening and seeking.
spread
the
message
of
love
among the people.”
One has to seek the divine within

and happiness
oneself. Sufism teaches people to be a
Aakriti Periwal, honorary
part of society and serve people. Even
convenor of Overseas Affairs for
if one does isolate oneself, it is only
the Foundation, wrapped up the
for a limited period of time before
session with her appreciation for
they return to the world around them and engage in
Chishty and Kuchhal. It was a session that opened the
service. There is a special Sufi recitation conducted at
audience’s eyes to their inner selves, to the importance
the dargah to awaken spiritual understanding. Music,
of taking care of one’s spiritual health as well as
the sacred sound, and the sacred chants are integral to one’s physical and mental well-being. Not only was
Sufism,” said Chishty.
it enlightening in terms of Sufi principles, but the
audience also left the session with a sense of calm and
“Sufism,” he said, “is the science of nourishing
resolve.
the soul. A healthy soul balances a healthy body.
When the soul is sick, the noor or brightness of the
soul gets diminished. A disturbed soul finds solace

This session of Ek Mulakat Vishesh is presented by
Shree Cement Ltd
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of Poetry

Joy Goswami

J

oy Goswami finds a striking resemblance
between the slow beauty of Ustad Amir
Aveek Majumdar
Soumitra Mitra
Khan Sahib’s Darbari Kanada raga and
always found a connection between songs and Bengali
the verses structured and composed by
poetry. Charyapada is actually Charyagiti… Even in the
Jibanananda Das in Dhusor Pandulipi. He also discovers
times of Michael Madhusudan Dutt and Bharatchandra
the underlying meaning of Rabindra Sangeet in the voice
Ray, poems weren’t written in the language of
of legendary singer Debabrata Biswas. He believes a raga
Charyapada. But there has always been a bridge between
and a poetry recitation elicit identical feelings if we listen
music and poetry right from the inception of Bengali
to them from the heart. Many more such fascinating
poetry, from Charyapada and Charyagiti.”
insights about the interrelation of music and poetry came
to light in a virtual session of Aakhar Bengal, organised
Music has had an indelible impact on Goswami’s
by Prabha Khaitan Foundation.
poems. The poet nurtured a love for music from the
Goswami is a renowned Bengali poet who shines
equally as a writer of prose. He is known for constantly
innovating and bringing in diverse styles and techniques
to Bengali prose and poetry and is often regarded as
one of the finest poets in the post-Jibanananda Das era.
Celebrated poet Shankha Ghosh had hailed Goswami as
the best poet in India. Goswami has numerous awards
and accolades to his name, including the Sahitya Akademi
Award and the Ananda Puraskar. He was in conversation
with Aveek Majumdar, eminent poet, professor and
recipient of the Sudhindranath Dutta Award. Veteran
theatre personality Soumitra Mitra, who is also the
Foundation’s Advisor, Bengali Language, Theatre & Film
Programmes, introduced and welcomed the guests to the
session. Majumdar initiated the conversation by paying
homage to legendary poet Subhash Mukhopadhyay on his
birth anniversary.
Goswami’s book, Gaaner Hridoy, brings to light many
untold stories of stalwarts like Ali Akbar Khan, Ustad
Vilayat Khan and Krishna Chattopadhyay. His other
literary works talk about Ustad Rashid Khan and Lata
Mangeshkar. In various interviews, Goswami has stressed
on the interrelation among mathematics, poetry, art and
classical music—how each of these fuses into the other,
offering a sense of freedom and peace. On being asked
about the relation of music to poetry, Goswami said, “I’ve

time he was only five to six years of age. Music was
his sole form of respite at a time when he was battling
with ailments like tuberculosis, typhoid, bronchitis and
whooping cough during his school days. Goswami said,
“I got to know a lot about the intricacies of music from
Pandit Tejendra Narayan Majumdar—things that helped
me a lot while composing poems or any literary piece…
Music is the only form of escape from the emptiness and
void of human life. It’s exactly that sense of escape and
freedom that sometimes helps me compose poetry and
prose.”

Goswami’s groundbreaking book, Jara Brishtite
Bhijechhilo, is a novel written in the form of poetry. As
the novel progresses from one chapter to another, there’s
a subtle change in the form and rhythm of verse—a
unique experimentation in Bengali poetry that Goswami
mastered. Talking about this technique, Goswami
said that the work of celebrated poets Bishnu Dey and
Shankha Ghosh had influenced him to study the nuances
of verse. “When I bought Shankha Ghosh’s Chhander
Baranda in 1971, I realised that if I were to decipher the
meaning of this book, I’d have to first understand, grasp
and learn the intricacies of verse,” said Goswami.
Aakhar Bengal is presented by Shree Cement Ltd, in
association with Anandabazar Patrika and Purba Paschim
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Woke Culture and
World Wars
H

as ‘wokeness’ become oppressive? And
is it now closely linked with cancel
culture? These are the kinds of questions
that Abhijit Iyer-Mitra never shies from
answering. A virtual session of Têteà-Tea, organised by Prabha Khaitan
Foundation in association with Kahalli,
featured Iyer-Mitra in conversation with
author, screenplay writer and columnist
Advaita Kala. The session’s guest and moderator
were introduced by Pooja Khanna, Ehsaas Woman of
Dehradun.

Abhijit Iyer-Mitra

no one knows whom they will be applied
to. Everybody is kept in a state of terror. This
Advaita Kala
is how the management can exercise control and
maintain its hierarchical grip.”

Bringing the discussion to its main agenda—the
Iyer-Mitra began his career in the corporate world,
Russia-Ukraine
conflict—Kala asked Iyer-Mitra about
but later decided to make a shift to academia. He holds a
the unexpected escalation of events taking place on
Master’s degree in international relations from Monash
the global stage. “Nobody expected that Russia would
University, and is pursuing a PhD. His research areas
launch a military operation overnight after
focus on defence issues, primarily defence
categorically denying such claims,” said
economics, technology and procurement,
Iyer-Mitra. “All my friends in the Kremlin
and nuclear dynamics. Kala started the
India cannot afford to
were telling me they would not. In fact,
discussion by asking Iyer-Mitra about the
alienate Russia. Having
all our calculations said that Russia could
burgeoning popularity of ‘woke culture’.
both
China
and
Russia
as
achieve a lot more by not going in. It could
What is ‘woke’? “It’s easy to define ‘woke’ as
just keep its troops on the border for two to
enemies
will
be
India's
a visible set of bizarre cultural phenomena,”
three years. That would destroy Ukraine’s
biggest nightmare
said Iyer-Mitra. “But what it actually is, is
economy, incite internal discontent, and
the basic Marxist theory of class struggle,
ultimately either the North Atlantic Treaty
but replaced with race and gender. As a
Organization or Ukraine would have given
result of this, everything becomes systemic
in.
What
was
Vladimir Putin thinking when he took the
racial oppression, and gender binaries by themselves
decision to attack? After all, he had already achieved a
are deemed oppressive constructs. That is basically what
lot; he showed the American President, Joe Biden, to be
‘wokism’ has come to.”
incompetent.”
Kala pointed out that ‘woke culture’ was veering
A discussion on global aggression tactics could not be
towards the oppressive, with people getting ‘cancelled’
complete without a conversation about China and
for the smallest of missteps. “Is woke culture then
India. “India cannot afford to alienate Russia,”
becoming closely linked to cancel culture?”
declared Iyer-Mitra. “Having both Russia
she asked. “This was the classic pattern
and China as enemies will be India’s biggest
used during the Middle Ages by religious
nightmare come true. Given the current
institutions and later by autocratic regimes to
situation, the inability to alienate Russia does
keep people in a perpetual state of fear,” said
put
India in a bit of a spot, but it is nothing
Iyer-Mitra. “In medieval Europe, allegations
a
bit
of
adept diplomacy cannot solve.” The
of witchcraft and subsequent mob lynchings
Pooja Khanna
engaging session, which drew the audience in with
counted as the cancel culture of those times. What
Iyer-Mitra’s
no-holds-barred approach, ended with a vote
we are witnessing now is the latest manifestation of a
of
thanks
by
Khanna.
very medieval phenomenon. Look at how informal and
horizontal management structures in big tech companies
Tête-à-Tea is presented by Shree Cement Ltd in
have become. A nebulous set of rules is put in place and
association with Kahalli
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‘The Muslim
community
is extremely
diverse. It is not
a monolith’

Ghazala Wahab

G

hazala Wahab minces no words. “Religion has
always been hijacked for political purposes; the
same is happening today,” she said. Indeed, in times
as complex as the present, open discussions about
religion, prejudice and tolerance are the need of the
hour. A session of An Author’s Afternoon, organised
by Prabha Khaitan Foundation in association
with Taj Bengal, witnessed an enchanting
and relevant discussion with Wahab
about her latest book, Born a Muslim:
Some Truths about Islam in India.
Wahab was in conversation with
Sangeeta Datta, Ehsaas Woman of
London, and was introduced to the
audience by Gouri Basu, Ehsaas
Woman of Kolkata and director of the
Eastern Zonal Cultural Centre.

Sangeeta Datta

Muslims in India, and spoke to Datta about how this
insecurity shapes their thoughts, practices and lives. As
Datta observed, “Wahab’s book seamlessly combines
autobiographical content with social narratives, legal
documents, research papers and academic work.”

“I write a column called ‘First Person’ in Force
magazine, in which I use my own experiences
to comment on certain issues,” said Wahab.
“It was my column that led to my writing
Born a Muslim. When the global war on
terror started after 9/11, there was so
much focus on jihad, Islamic terrorism
and political Islam that it became a
mainstream subject. Everyone was talking
about it, so I, too, started talking and
writing about it. This forced me to look
deeper into the religion itself, the theology
of Islam, the different kinds of jihad, when
Wahab’s reputation as a journalist
Gouri Basu
it was violent, when it was non-violent, and
and author precedes her. She is the
what was being passed off as jihad everywhere.
executive editor of Force, a monthly news
magazine focusing on national security, and has
Why was it called jihad? What was the objective of
giving a religious connotation to a political movement?
written extensively on religious extremism, Left-wing
All of this exposed me more and more to Islam in
extremism, communalism and human rights. As a
career journalist, Wahab has worked with The Telegraph an academic realm; I realised that there is so much
and The Asian Age, authored books like Dragon on Our
about the religion that is not part of our everyday
understanding.”
Doorstep: Managing China Through Military Power
and contributed a chapter to V.K. Sood’s Operation
Wahab went on to dispel several misconceptions
Parakram: The War Unfinished. In Born a Muslim,
about the religion itself. “Through my book, I wanted
Wahab is vocal about the pervasive insecurity faced by
to alert a wider audience to the fact that there are so
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Manoj Mohanka

many misconceptions about Islam,
both amongst non-Muslims and
within the Muslim community itself,”
she said. “Muslims, too, believe a lot
of things that are used to vilify them.
Take, for instance, the need for armed
rebellion, or a prophecy called the
ghazwa-e-Hind, which foreshadowed
a battle between believers and nonbelievers. This was one of the things
that is not necessarily a part of Islam
but which a section of the Muslim
community believes in.”

Vishal Sharma

KOLKATA

Farhan Khan

The Muslim community is
extremely diverse; it is not a
monolith. A Muslim in Kashmir is
very different from a Muslim in
another part of India; they would
not identify with each other.
Moreover, Muslims face prejudice
while also being prejudiced
themselves. Prejudice is a
multi-way traffic; it is a human
tendency. The important thing
is to recognise your prejudice
and try to educate yourself
about its source

Datta and Wahab discussed the
form of Wahab’s book—while it is
well-researched through secondary
sources, it also has stories, both from
Wahab’s own life and from people she
has met, known, or spoken to. “As
a columnist, or as the writer of this
book, I was intent on putting all my cards on the table,”
said Wahab. “I am not an objective, aloof entity, and I
do not pretend to be. I am an observer—someone who
has experienced certain things and overheard certain
conversations. I am present, I think, in every chapter.
I wanted people to see things the way I had seen or
perceived them.” As a result, Born a Muslim has stories
about Wahab’s family, her childhood, and tales from the
lives of others in the community.

A key part of the discussion involved Wahab outlining
the difference between faith and religion. “Faith is more
personal and indescribable,” said Wahab, “while religion
is a man-made construct. Religion has to factor in one’s
existing practices, traditions, superstitions, prejudices
and class hierarchies. You put all of that together and
you build an edifice, which you then give a name. I feel
the same is true for Islam.” She demonstrated her point
by talking about the difference between the Quran
and the Hadith; while the former is the word of God

about its source.”

Oindrilla Dutt

narrated to Prophet Muhammad
through the Archangel Gabriel, the
latter is a document written 250 years
after the death of the Prophet. In this
context, Wahab brought in the subject
of religious prejudice, and made an
interesting point about the notion of
a global Muslim brotherhood. “This
is a misconception,” said Wahab. “The
Muslim community is extremely
diverse; it is not a monolith. A Muslim
in Kashmir is very different from
a Muslim in another part of India,
and they would not identify with
each other. Moreover, Muslims face
prejudice while also being prejudiced
themselves. Prejudice is a multi-way
traffic; it is a human tendency. The
important thing is to recognise your
prejudice and try to educate yourself

“There is a difference between Islam and the practice
of Islam,” Wahab continued. “In theory, Islam gives
women agency by directly addressing them in the Quran.
Contrary to received wisdom, I have found Islam to be
a progressive and diverse religion. The community, by
itself, is insular and self-oriented; however, Muslims
have vastly different experiences across the country and
the world.” The thought-provoking session included a
spirited interaction between the author and eminent
audience members like Manoj Mohanka and Oindrilla
Dutt. The afternoon concluded with the general
manager of Vivanta Kolkata, Vishal Sharma, felicitating
Wahab, and Farhan Khan, Head of Sales at Taj Bengal,
thanking Wahab, Datta and the audience on behalf of the
Foundation and Taj Bengal.
An Author’s Afternoon is presented by Shree Cement
Ltd, in association with Taj Bengal Kolkata,
The Telegraph Online—My Kolkata
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History Through a
Different Lens

Manu S. Pillai

T

Mita Kapur

urning 30 is an advantage, according to Manu
S. Pillai. “You stop getting bracketed as a ‘young
historian’ once you turn 30! Hearing that phrase gets
annoying after a while, so it’s useful to have some greys
on my chin.” Such light-hearted comments from the
acclaimed writer and historian peppered a fascinating
session of The Write Circle Jaipur. Pillai was in
conversation with journalist and photographer Swati
Vashishtha about history, writing and his latest book,
False Allies: India’s Maharajahs in the Age of Ravi Varma.
They were introduced by the author and
CEO of Siyahi, Mita Kapur.
Where did the writing journey begin
for Pillai? “It all began with stories,”
he said. “I grew up listening to stories
at my grandparents’ house; I trace my
fascination with history back to the vivid,
entertaining, witty and uncensored tales
narrated to me by my grandmother.
These tales were very unlike the sanitised,
clinical versions of history one reads as a
student.”

Swati Vashishtha

nationalistic. My approach to history, too, is more open
and syncretic.”

Pillai observed how the princely states of India were
erroneously deemed the underachievers of India’s royal
past. “The princes from Baroda, Pune and Hyderabad
held their ground when they were being manipulated by
their own diwans, prime ministers or the British residents
in their regions. Political games were played in much
the same manner as they are played now; the goal was to
outwit, scheme and move pawns along.” How did Indian
kings rule? “They built roads, canals,
schools and hospitals,” said Pillai. “But
they did not modernise overall systems
I trace my fascination with
and revenue administration to facilitate
history to the vivid, witty
the uplift of all classes.”

and uncensored tales my
grandmother narrated to
me; these were unlike
the clinical, sanitised
versions of history one
reads as a student

“My grandmother is from Travancore,”
continued Pillai. “So the focus of
my study is just that. The fact that I
lean towards narrating tales that turn a feminist gaze
on history is owing to the matrilineal culture I was
surrounded by; my upbringing gives my writing intensity
and a degree of separation from the way our civilisation
has been viewed.” Pillai doesn’t perceive history the way
the British did; the latter confined it to neat boxes, from
one glorious period to the next, interspersed with darker
phases. “I turned towards the greatness and the richness
achieved by the Sultans of the Deccan instead,” he said.
Pillai answered questions about how the past is deeply
entrenched in our present societal and political narrative.
“My books have frequently drawn on Raja Ravi Varma’s
paintings, since we share an ideology. Ravi Varma fused
the western approach to painting with Indian subjects,
unlike the Bengal School of artists, who were strongly

At the close of the session, Vashishtha
asked Pillai his thoughts on fake news,
the ‘Me Too’ movement, cancel culture,
propaganda, and his interpretation of
Game of Thrones. In response to the
questions, Pillai narrated to his rapt
audience tales from Mysore at the time
of Tipu Sultan. He told stories about
how underground propaganda against
the British worked its way to the masses;
with regard to ‘Me Too’, he recounted the tale of a Kerala
Namboodri Brahmin woman who reported having
been assaulted by 65 men. As for GoT, Pillai drew a
deft parallel with the story of the queen of Baroda who
outwitted her brother-in-law—the king—while sitting in
Pune.
Pillai’s training as a historian enables him to cast an
objective eye on his subject as he tries to break away
from conventional modes of interpreting history. This
unique perspective was evident in the informative and
entertaining session which left the audience enriched.
The Write Circle Jaipur is presented by Shree Cement
Ltd, in association with Siyahi, Spagia Foundation & ITC
Rajputana, & with the support of Ehsaas Women of Jaipur
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A performance by the father-son duo, Pandit Sajan Mishra (R) and Sri Swaransh Mishra
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Rumi and Kabir: The bani of the poets

T

Anisur Rahman

upon or develop. It may also be added that a large part of
he two iconic poets of the SufiRumi’s poetry is the direct annotation of the Holy Qur’an
Bhakti tradition—Jalaluddin
and the life and teachings of the prophet of Islam, whereas
Rumi (1207-1273) and Kabir (1338Kabir did not have any such verifiable sources for attaining
1448 /1398-1448/1398-1518/1440a stance of his own kind. It may be claimed further that
1518)—are widely separated in
Rumi wrote in the elitist Persian language, but Kabir drew
terms of time and place. They are
largely upon the vernacular Hindi with dependence upon
also differentiated in terms of their
Braj, Avadhi and Bhojpuri. Having said that, it is extremely
cultural identity. Both Rumi and
important to add that in spite of their differences that
Kabir have been subjected to the enigmatic interplay of
appear on the surface, the practices of both the poets may
hagiographies, biographies and stereotypes. It would,
also be appreciated in a liberal framework.
however, be interesting to note that even without
contextualising them in their times and examining the
It may, thus, be possible to posit that while Rumi was a
supposedly consequential events in their lives, it may be
cultivated spiritualist, Kabir was a naturalist, a yogi without
safely asserted that both these poets have been mystified
practising yoga as a discipline. Compared with Rumi, Kabir
in about the same measure in which they have been
grew naturally and spoke naturally to his addressees, and
appreciated for their literary merit.
both of them taken together moved towards the same goal
of a purely human understanding of the divine. All these
We have had a variety of readings from both eastern
propositions that situate Rumi and Kabir
and western scholars over a large period
in two apparently distinct positions may
of time which establish the location of the
also lead us to assert that the question of
poets in the great tradition of spiritualist
There is an underlying unity
the authentic or inauthentic text, more
poetry. These readings concern, especially,
in the works of Rumi and
in the case of Kabir than in Rumi, does
the problematic ideas of their birth and
Kabir, and the poets, taken
not limit the significance of their quest
lineage, their affiliations with Sufism and
together, verbalise and
for truth. Similarly, the problem of mixed
Bhakti, their shariat and tariqat, sagun
philosophise, annotate and
dialects becoming a language—as in the
and nirgun, sabda and sahaja, pir and
case of Kabir—and a language getting
guru. More importantly, they problematise exemplify their urge to identify
refined and charged further—as in the
their idea of divinity and the divine power
with the divine
case of Rumi—emphasise the point
represented through Ram and Rahim as
that language can also be subservient
the emblems of kindness, beneficence and
to spiritual experience in order to acquire its extra edge
mercy. In spite of these readings that are available to us,
and appeal to readers and listeners alike. Instead of
we may still explore certain newer frames of references to
examining how they called upon language, it is important
appreciate and evaluate their overall worth as poets and
to note that it was language that called upon them, which
seers. These frames of reference may be used to develop a
means that they chose to express themselves without any
comparative perspective on the two poets on a number of
irritable reaching after the contrived nuances of words
accounts.
and idioms. Their poetic utterances bear out that their
It may well be argued that both Kabir and Rumi have
words and idioms got metamorphosed into metaphors
remained the constant points of reference with respect
and symbols in a natural process of impassioned speech.
to their iconicity and canonicity, as well as their mythic
From this position, it should only be proper to assert
stature and their appeal to both the common and the
that in identifying their leitmotifs, both these poets
scholastic imagination through the ages. Even though they
were essentially engaged in evolving the dialectics of the
offer adequate and justifiable grounds for comparison with
particular and the universal, and developing the tropes and
each other, they also show certain oppositional stances
trajectories of life lived as natural quest, and art practised
with respect to their basic methods of apprehending
as pure devotion.
the physical and the non-physical, the material and the
Rumi’s Mathnawi and Divan, and Kabir’s sabda, pada,
mystical, as well as the illusory and the realistic. It might
beejak, sakhis, dohas and ramaini, preserved variously,
be asserted that Rumi drew upon a strong spiritual and
are the essential sources for our reading of the two
intellectual tradition based in Islam, and emerged as a
poets. There is an underlying unity in the works of Rumi
religious scholar, a jurist, a discourser and a writer of
thoughtful letters, but Kabir had no such resources to draw and Kabir, and the poets, taken together, verbalise and
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of a literary culture. From this perspective, while it is
philosophise, annotate and exemplify their urge to identify
with the divine. The realities concerning the seeker and the important to mark the Oriental nature of their poetry, it
is equally significant to identify the contours of their text
sought, truth and untruth, rationality and sentimentality,
and the evolution of their readerships in relation to time
soul and body, temporal and eternal, and the myriad
and place. In this respect, the texts of Rumi and Kabir may
ways of life and living, engage their attention invariably
be read as texts of inheritance that draw upon the religioin all their verses. Coming from Rumi and Kabir, the two
cultural milieu of their time and place. Extending this logic
unassuming poets of primeval concerns, these verses
further, it should also be suggested that while they inherit
read now like sermons, now like sayings, and develop a
from their respective traditions, they also hand over the
characteristically sufi-bhakti perspective and idiom. They
same to the subsequent readership that has preserved it for
accept monism as the essential article of their personal
700 years in the case of Rumi, and 500 years in the case of
belief and the divine as formless. Their poetry engages
Kabir. As such, these texts have their acute contemporary
primarily with the dichotomies of life while developing a
meaning, and they make way for contemporary texts of a
discourse on the myriad manifestations of life, death and
similar nature or milieu.
eternity. Both Rumi and Kabir have often been read as
iconoclasts who interrogate orthodoxies and hierarchies of
With reference to the points made so far, the reading
all kinds, but it may be relevant to note that they seek their
and reception of Rumi and Kabir can be assessed in several
individual ways, and that their ways intersect frequently as
contexts. At one level, it is the formation of the text, its
they point towards the same goal.
mechanics, its language and its varied tropes that hold our
attention. At the other level, it is the content carried in that
In discussing the sufi-bhakti connotations of their
language that merits consideration. Though formed in
word, critics have often referred to the spontaneity of
their given places and times, the texts of Rumi and Kabir
their verses, their larger appeal among the informed and
may be considered to have evolved in
the uninformed readers and listeners, the
and beyond place, time, and the larger
adaptability of their verses to music and
contexts of time called history. As they
performance, and, quite prominently,
Rumi and Kabir have often
move beyond time and place, they also
their twilight or upside-down language.
been read as iconoclasts who
go beyond the generic constraints, thus
To extend the Rumi-Kabir scholarship
interrogate orthodoxies and
becoming a part of broader textual
further, it should be possible to argue
hierarchies,
but
they
seek
their
formation, as also the history of their
that their poetry is a mode of developing
reception.
a discourse on oppositional ideas and
individuals ways, and their
aesthetics where allusions and antithesis,
While considering the essential
ways intersect frequently as
inversions and irony, metaphors and
contents
of Rumi and Kabir, it may be
they point to the same goal
mixed metaphors, paradoxes and
suggested that it is the sufi-bhakti nature
pathetic fallacies, sarcasm and satire
of their word that accounts for their
play significant roles. Their poetry works through
larger acceptance over the vast expanses of time and
extending the symbols of affiliation and disaffiliation,
place. Both sufi and bhakti, as the two modes of liaison
and by evolving dialogic patterns. It gathers its vitality
with the divine, have had a great romantic appeal during
in the written word, the oral idiom and the performative
all times and at all places, in and beyond the Orient. As
gesture. In a larger perspective, their poetry is a discourse
liberal interpretations of faith, they have moved beyond
on the tropes of orality, language and performance. It
the Hindu or the Islamic way of life, and established
presupposes an addressee who might be a listener, a reader
their relevance even in sites dominated by western
or a participant-performer. Both Rumi and Kabir evolve
faith and philosophy. The relevance of their expression,
and pursue an argument which is intended essentially
which I should like to call the Rumi-Kabir bani, lies
to be shared with their addressees. It may be posited
in its universality rather than its particularity, which it
further that their poetry is yet another way for them to
emphatically negates. This bani holds both on emotion
deny the mundane and the stereotypical, and to assert
and reason; it infuses ecstasy, approximates music, draws
an independent stance of their own in matters of faith,
upon action, and remains at best a liberal source of larger
philosophy and their verbal execution.
mediation among human beings with themselves, as also
with the divine.
In order to contextualise the above, it may be suggested
that the texts of both Rumi and Kabir evolved in a given
Anisur Rahman, formerly a professor of English at
cultural milieu, and that they sought their strength in
Jamia
Millia
Islamia, New Delhi, is a bilingual poet, literary
the residual capital of their respective locations. As they
critic, translator, and Advisor, Urdu, Arabic and Persian
illustrate the evolution and growth of a spiritual tradition
Language Programme, Prabha Khaitan Foundation
of the Orient, they also identify the evolution and growth
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Birds of the Gods,
in Trouble on Earth
Deepa Mishra

A Himalayan griffon

T

here is an old saying that goes, ‘Between life and
death, there is always a vulture’.

Vultures are birds of prey that scavenge for their food.
They exclusively feed on carrion. These large birds are
divided into two distinct groups: New World vultures
and Old World vultures. The former are distributed
throughout North, Central and South America, while
the latter can be found in Asia, Europe and Africa. Our
country, India, is home to nine species of vultures.
Historically, vultures have been associated with myths,
folklore and religions across the world. The Hindu epic,
Ramayana, records the appearance of two demi-gods
in the form of vultures, Jatayu and Sampati, with whom

are associated stories of courage and self-sacrifice. Jatayu
laid down his life while trying to save goddess Sita from
the clutches of Ravana. The Vedagiriswarar temple in
Tirukalukundram, Tamil Nadu, is famous for a pair of
Egyptian vultures that were believed to have been visiting
it for centuries. For every day till 1998, at the dot of noon,
the birds came to the temple for their daily gift of prasad
offered by the priest. The seers believed that if the birds
did not appear on time, there would be one or more
sinners in the midst of the crowd of onlookers—someone
who must redeem his sins. Within the Parsi community,
it is a custom to let vultures feed on the dead, as vultures
are believed to facilitate the departed soul’s entry into the
afterlife. Similarly, in the Tibetan plateau, vultures are a
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White-rumped vultures

part of traditional funerary customs.
The Egyptian vulture, also known as the ‘pharaoh’s
chicken’, has borne great significance in Egyptian
culture. It was considered the sacred animal of the
ancient pharaohs. Its appearance is immortalised in the
Egyptian hieroglyphic alphabet as the letter ‘A’. Egyptians
considered the vulture to be the symbol of purity and
motherhood, and it was said that the bird was sacred to
the goddess Isis.

our environment: they feed on animal carcasses with
unmatched efficiency, thereby preventing the spread of
deadly diseases and helping keep the environment clean.
Furthermore, even though they feed on carrion, which
are hotbeds of disease-causing bacteria, vultures do not
get infected themselves. This is because of their high body
temperatures and the strength of their corrosive stomach
acids which allow them to digest carrion meat easily.
These magnificent birds are now on the verge of

In ancient Greek mythology, vultures were believed to
be the descendants of the Griffin—a legendary creature
that has the body of a lion and the head and wings of an
eagle—and were viewed as the guardians of the mysteries
of life and death. In Roman culture, they were treated
with immense respect and regarded as messengers of
god. In the African continent, these winged wonders
are considered symbols of fertility; in fact, there is also
a story among some African tribes that vultures are
manifestations of Mother Earth herself.
These myths, customs and folklore suggest that vultures
have always been an integral part of human existence.
Yet, vultures are often overlooked, perceived as ugly and
considered lowly scavengers. It must be remembered that
these scavenging birds play a crucial role in preserving

Egyptian vultures
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A Himalayan griffon in flight

extinction
not only in India
but all over the world.
In India, the population of
three of the nine vulture species—
the white-rumped vulture, the Indian
vulture and the slender-billed vulture—has
declined drastically over the past decade. Vultures
are indispensable to the environment and the stability
of the ecosystem; if they go extinct, it will result in a
massive upheaval in the environmental food chain. Other
scavengers like rats and dogs may take over temporarily,
but they lack the efficiency of the vulture, the metabolism
of which signals a true ‘dead-end’ to the existence of
pathogens.
Studies show that a marked increase in the feral dog

population was also seen with the decline
of vultures in India; this has been highlighted
as a key cause of the rabies outbreak of 19922006. Scientists stress on the importance of learning
from this decline to understand and predict the effects of
future declines elsewhere.
There are multiple explanations for the declining
population of vultures. These causes include increasing
urbanisation, poaching, lead poisoning, pesticides,
destruction of roosting sites and nesting sites,
electrocution, dehydration, habitat alteration, shortage
of food and so on. In India, the main reason for the
decline in the vulture population has been the use of an
anti-inflammatory drug called Diclofenac, which was
widely used for treating livestock. When consumed by
the vultures while feeding on carcasses, this drug leads to
renal failure and proves to be fatal for the birds. Owing
to the efforts of conservationists and the government of
India, the veterinary use of this drug has been banned
in the country since 2008. However, there are many
more such drugs, including Aceclofenac, Ketoprofen and
Nimesulide, that are known to be toxic to vultures and
the veterinary use of which needs to be banned.
There is an urgent need to save vulture species from
extinction so that the environment can be protected
from being overrun with carrion and disease. Proper

A wake of vultures feeding
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measures must be taken to spread awareness among local
populations, students, farmers and the general public
about vultures and their role in preserving the ecological
balance. Citizens must be made aware of the existing
problems caused by the population dip as well as the
problems that will arise with a further decline or, worse,
extinction.
The Bombay Natural History Society, in collaboration
with state governments and the government of India,
is relentlessly working to ensure that these wonderful
creatures do not go extinct—it has established several
vulture conservation breeding centres. These centres
aim to increase the numbers of all critically endangered
vulture species by minimising the potential threats to
their survival in the wild. When an optimum population
of captive-bred birds is attained, they are to be released in
identified vulture safe-zones.
Every vulture conservation breeding centre has aviaries
for breeding, nursing, taking care of sick and injured
vultures and colonies for vultures to live in. There are also
provisions for the artificial incubation of vulture eggs and
the rearing of vultures. After the first centre—the Jatayu
Conservation Breeding Centre—was set up in 2004 in
the Bir Shikargah Wildlife Sanctuary in Pinjore, three
more VCBCs have come up in Assam, West Bengal and

Madhya Pradesh. Five more centres are being managed by
the Central Zoo Authority.
The concept of vulture safe-zones was formulated to
protect and retain the remaining vulture populations
in the wild, where there is a very low risk of any type of
poisoning or harm. These sites are vital, as they are used
for the release of captive-bred species. Potential vulture
safe zones have been identified in Gujarat, Jharkhand,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Assam and Madhya Pradesh.
Creating awareness is one of the most important
tools in wildlife conservation, as the knowledge about
the importance of different species is essential to the
health of the environment. It is for this reason that the
first Saturday of every September is globally observed
as International Vulture Awareness Day. It is important
to remember that the world needs vultures. They are a
critical piece in a puzzle that comprises a much larger,
complex ecosystem. Therefore, it is time we moved
vultures up the pecking order and gave them their due
importance. Since we, as humans, have adversely affected
their survival as a species, it is upon us to understand
their importance as the first step in restoring the balance
of Nature.
Deepa Mishra is an Ehsaas Woman of Lucknow

A cinereous vulture
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Destined
to

ance
Manisha Jain

What does it mean to be a dancer of a classical
form in modern times? Manisha Jain, editor of
Prabha, caught up with Ehsaas Woman and
renowned Odissi exponent, Dona Ganguly, who
is currently in London and took time out of her
busy schedule for an exclusive interview on dance,
creativity, navigating a pandemic as a performer,
and the future of Indian classical dance in the
country and the world

You hail from Bengal, the home state of stalwarts like
Rabindranath Tagore and Uday Shankar. Yet, you
chose Odissi, a dance form of Odisha, as your area of
expertise. What was the reason behind this decision?
My initial dream had been to learn Kathak from Pandit
Birju Maharaj. My mother sent me to the dance school
of the legendary Indian danseuse, Amala Shankar. The
renowned Uday Shankar had created a unique style of
dance, one that incorporated, among other things, all the
classical dance forms of India. We were taught by Guru
Muralidhar Majhi that anything you create with the dance
forms—Bharatnatyam, Kathakali, Kathak, Odissi—is
original. That is what creative dance is about: ‘whatever
you create becomes creative’.
That is what Uday Shankar did—he put together
elements from all the different dance forms and fashioned
his own style of dance, which is known today as the Uday
Shankar style of dance. That is what I was learning when I
was young.
During my childhood, Pandit Birju Maharaj and
Pandit Kelucharan Mohapatra used to come to Padatik
to conduct workshops. When I was in Class VI or VII,

I was enrolled for Pandit Birju Maharajji’s classes in the
summer. He was unable to make it at the last minute, so
the classes were taken by Pandit Kelucharan Mohapatra.
That was when I first met my guru. By that time, I had
learnt a little Odissi, so I had a bit of a base in the dance
form. I decided to go ahead with the classes and see how
they went; it was, after all, summertime, and there was
nothing to do.
It turned out to be destiny. I loved my guruji and
he loved me. That is how I started learning from him.
Thereafter, he used to stay at my house, and I used to
visit his home for workshops, training and practice. He
used to include me in his programmes, and even made
me rehearse in my house. I was destined to be an Odissi
dancer.
Indian culture is very rich, and classical dance is like a
form of writing. It is not as though you cannot describe
Bengali culture in Hindi. Similarly, Odissi is a creative
form. We have done Rabindrasangeet concerts, Gujarati
shows and Holi programmes in Odissi. You can write
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about anything; similarly, you can creatively express
only Test cricket, played over five days. Then the oneanything through a dance form. We were scheduled to
day international format of 50 overs per side gained
perform Tagore’s musical drama, Mayar Khela, in Odissi
prominence; now, with Twenty20 cricket, people just
in London. The whole event had to be called off on
watch matches for one evening. Everyone is getting busier,
account of the pandemic; but the point
and their lifestyles are changing. So, my
remains that the expression of a variety
opinion on this is, you have to learn the
of things is possible through any dance
classical form of something if you want
Indian culture is very rich, and
form.
to be knowledgeable enough.
classical dance is like a form
Like Sanskrit and English, Odissi,
You cannot just write an essay about
of writing. It is not as though
too, is a format. Think about Kathakali,
Bengali
culture if you don’t know
you cannot describe Bengali
which allows the expression of anything.
enough about it. Similarly, in dance,
culture in Hindi. Similarly,
Odissi is a graceful dance form, it is suited
you have to master a bit of the classical
Odissi is a creative form. We
for all forms of expression. It is not as
mudras and the varieties of movement.
have
done
Rabindrasangeet
though I am ‘stuck’ with Odissi, or that
It is a vast arena, and you can learn a lot.
it’s only a classical dance form. It is very
Take, for instance, the raga Malkauns.
concerts, Gujarati shows and
expansive; I can portray Bengali culture
For 30 minutes to an hour, the variety of
Holi programmes in Odissi.
with Odissi. Moreover, it opens up vast
ways in which you can play or perform
You can write about anything;
areas of research. Odissi was popularised
that raga is immense—it can be done in
similarly, you can creatively
by my guru, Kelucharan Mohapatra.
200 or even 2,000 ways. You can create
express anything through a
Around the time when Tagore began
as much as you want.
to expand Santiniketan, Odissi was just
dance form
When you have that kind of exposure
beginning to evolve. Tagore brought
and training, then even when you make
dance forms like Manipuri and Kathakali
contemporary music, you are capable
to Santiniketan, but Odissi was not
of coming up with a wider variety of expressions. If you
accessible to many at that time, and hence was not
are aware of the thousands of varieties that can be found
properly introduced in Santiniketan. There is not much
in the performance of Malkauns, Bihag or Khamaj, then
exposure to Odissi, but it is a dance form that blends very
when you have to design something on your own, you can
well with Rabindrasangeet. Could this be because Bengal
become extraordinarily creative. You will never run out of
and Odisha are neighbours? Maybe all these strands are
ideas, because you know so many ragas and taals.
closely linked together.
If you train yourself in classical dance and then take
You have your own dance academy, Diksha Manjari, in
on contemporary dance, your classical training will
Kolkata. Do you plan to expand into more cities and
reach more aspiring dancers?
Strangely, in this case, Covid-19 played a positive role.
My guruji used to teach in Bhubaneswar, so I always
used to confine my scope of teaching to Kolkata and
Bhubaneswar. With the onset of Covid, we started online
classes. Now, I have students from Scotland, France, the
United Kingdom and Qatar. In fact, we have a full group
in Doha. We also teach students in Australia. In India,
we have a presence all over, be it in Gujarat, Assam or
Karnataka. With classes going online, boundaries have
disappeared. That is the only way in which the pandemic
has helped; we can reach anyone anywhere in the world,
no matter where we are from. And we have nearly 700800 students! In a day, I take five-six hours of class.
In an age where there is a dominance of contemporary
dance forms like hip-hop and freestyle among the
youth, what is your advice for budding classical dancers
who are inspired by you?
Shorter formats of everything are becoming more
and more popular. At one point, everyone watched

Raghunath Das and Dona Ganguly
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show. Take, for example, the music of Silsila, by Pandit
how would Sanjay Leela Bhansali find viewers for all the
Shivkumar Sharma and Pandit Hariprasad Chaurasia. The lovely, creative Indian classical dance sequences he has
music is sublime because of the knowledge and expertise
in his films? All our movies are benefiting from Indian
of the composers. If you have a great idea
classical dance forms. Yes, you do have
that stems from training and research,
to modernise everything. And if you
you will obviously work better. Your
want people to watch your dance, you
Like Sanskrit and English,
expertise will show in your work. If you
have to actually be good at it. Value
Odissi, too, is a format. Think
are well-trained in English, and have read
everybody’s time and make your dance
about Kathakali, which allows
extensively, it will show in your writing.
worth watching.
You can’t do contemporary dance
without a firm knowledge base; the more
knowledge you gain, the better your work
will be. Hip-hop is a western trend that
is making its way into our society. But
it works both ways; when our pioneers
like Ustad Zakir Hussain and the late
Ustad Ali Akbar Khan settled abroad and
taught students there, they were teaching
the tabla and the sitar. There are many
students who want to learn about India’s
varied culture; that is why so many of our
stalwarts are settled there.

the expression of anything.
Odissi is a graceful dance form,
it is suited for all forms of
expression. It is not as though
I am ‘stuck’ with Odissi, or
that it’s only a classical dance
form. It is very expansive; I can
portray Bengali culture with
Odissi. Moreover, it opens up
vast areas of research

In our country, what happens is that people get
attracted to western culture. And we tend to feel it more
because India’s population is huge. But when I look at
my classes and my students, I would say that there are
still many people who want to learn Indian classical
dance. If they
didn’t, then
A young Do
na Ganguly
learning from her guruj
i,
Kelucharan Mohapatra

Throwback to a
recital by Dona

The stage is your life. Unfortunately,
the pandemic restricted all movement
and kept us home-bound for years.
How did you unwind during that time?

I have to say that I feel fortunate. My
daughter Sana has been studying abroad;
her first year consisted of online classes.
But even though there were physical
classes in the second year, the situation
was still risky. So we did not feel like
leaving her alone. I accompanied her to
London, and I’m still here with her. My
offline classes have not started yet, so it
is like a blessing in disguise—I can teach from anywhere
in the world now. Whatever we are doing now happens
online. This is an advantage, and I am fortunate because
of it.
Dance is my passion. As long as I am teaching dance, I
am happy. We are waiting for better times to come. We are
taking it one day at a time, and I am spending time with
in London
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Dona's

Dona conducting a workshop at
the Nehru Centre in London

In central London

At a show of Luzia
at Royal Albert
Hall, London
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my daughter. If my stage shows were in full swing,
I would have had second thoughts, but shows
Quick Questions
are either restricted or are being cancelled. I
Favourite cricketer (apart from Sourav Ganguly)?
am happy that I am getting time with Sana, at
Sachin
Tendulkar.
least for a year of her life here. She is, after
all, going to be on her own after a while, so
A recently watched movie/show on an OTT platform?
it’s nice to spend time with her now. I like
The Terminal, starring Tom Hanks. His incredible experience of being
to be with her. I take online classes for
stranded at the airport, and how he kept himself busy, was fascinating
four-five hours, and then I roam around
to watch.
central London. It takes me two
Favourite contemporary singer?
minutes to reach Buckingham Palace
Shreya
Ghoshal.
and Oxford Street. I am very happily
If not a dancer, what else would you have been?
enjoying the London life.
I
have no idea! Perhaps I would have got my Bachelor’s degree in mathematics
We know Dona Ganguly as a
and secured a job somewhere. Or perhaps I would have joined my father’s
dancer. But apart from dance,
business,
or Sourav would have helped me build a school, which I would have
what is your passion?
taken care of. Whatever the possibilities may have been, I was destined to dance.
I really do not have time
for anything else. My
parents and in-laws are
elderly; I look after them. Then there is my daughter, of
sitting there, be it Hyde Park or Regent Park. I just feel
course. With taking care of family and everything else,
very happy there.
dance is my only recreation. I get my energy from it.
What is your earliest memory of London? Could you
Otherwise, I like to hang out at a couple of favourite food
share some anecdotes?
joints. But yes, I would say that dance is my main passion.
When I was in Class VII, I had to write an essay on
Which is your favourite place in London?
Piccadilly Circus. I did not know that it was a well-known
I love the vibe of central London. There are fairs
junction in London, so I wrote the entire essay about a
everywhere. I love being here. I like going to parks and
circus. I got maybe one or two marks for comprehension!
And for the rest I got zero! Then, if I remember correctly,
I visited London in 1995 for a programme. That was when
t
a
ipants
shop partic n
rk
o
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th
I discovered that Piccadilly Circus is a road! I had no idea.
Dona with ehru Centre, Londo
the N
Whenever I go to Piccadilly Circus now, I still recall that
essay.
Given that your husband, Sourav Ganguly, is such a
huge name in Indian cricket, did you ever have to make
any concessions in your dancing career if his cricketing
responsibilities took precedence?

Dona with Suga
r

ly at the
ana Gangu
Daughter S llege of London
University Co

Young Dona & Sourav Ganguly

Not really. Because our dance programmes take place
every year, I always ask the programme organisers to
postpone the event if I want to be with Sourav. I used to
go with Sourav—or Dada, as his well-wishers call him—
whenever I wanted to. It is a well-balanced equation.
Tell us what your experience as an Ehsaas Woman of
Prabha Khaitan Foundation has been like.
In particular, it has been lovely meeting all my
wonderful fellow Ehsaas Women from all over India. The
Ehsaas collective did excellent work during the pandemic.
They even conducted activities like the musical game,
antakshari, which helped people relax a bit and take their
mind off their troubles and the state of the world for a
while. Ehsaas is a wonderful initiative and I am happy to
be a part of it.

CAUSE OF
THE MONTH
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A Vision of
Sisterhood
and Hope
for an
Equal Future
I

n the 1890s, Nellie Bly pretended to be insane, got
herself admitted into a notorious mental institution for
women in New York, and proceeded to publish a series
of articles, later collated into a book called Ten Days In A
Madhouse. It exposed corruption, murder and the abuse
of mentally ill women at the institution, and was hailed as
a revolutionary piece of investigative journalism. In 1886,
Kadambini Ganguly and Anandibai Joshi both obtained
degrees in medicine—Ganguly from the Calcutta Medical
College, Joshi from the Women’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania in the United States—thus becoming
India’s first women physicians. In the early 20th century,
Dorothy Andersen, a physician and pathologist, was the
first in the world to identify, name, and describe cystic
fibrosis, which, at that time, was a fatal disease. In the
mid-20th century, Althea Gibson was the first AfricanAmerican tennis player to win the French Open (1956),
Wimbledon (1957–58) and US Open (1957–58) singles
championships.
All of these individuals have made a mark on the
world. Then why have most of us never heard of them?

Women have, since time immemorial, been unsung
heroes. In spite of their achievements, society’s bias
against their gender has led to women fading away from
history and public memory. International Women’s Day
is an attempt to reclaim that history. It is an occasion to
celebrate women for their identity and achievements, and
to raise awareness about the stark discrimination they face
even today.
The concept of International Women’s Day dates
back to 1909, when the US celebrated the first Women’s
Day after years of debate surrounding the oppression of
women. In 1910, Clara Zetkin, a leader of the Women’s
Office for the Social Democratic Party in Germany,
proposed the idea once more at an international
conference of working women. Several countries began to
honour Women’s Day on different dates, and the United
Nations officially recognised it in 1977.
International Women’s Day, as the UN says, “is a day
when women are recognized for their achievements
without regard to divisions, whether national, ethnic,
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linguistic,
cultural,
economic or
political.” International
Women’s Day is about
uniting all people in support of
a world free of gender divides. From
wage gaps to the right to work, from
child marriage to sexual harassment,
from dowry and domestic abuse, there
are several areas in which women are
not just discriminated against, but
often actively targeted.
Every year, the UN chooses a
specific theme
for International
Women’s Day; this
year, the theme was ‘Gender
Equality Today for a Sustainable
Tomorrow’. The climate crisis is one
of the greatest challenges the world is
facing today. But few know that climate
change affects some groups more
than others. As the UN says, “Women
are increasingly being recognized as
more vulnerable to climate change
impacts than men, as they constitute
the majority of the world’s poor and
are more dependent on the natural
resources which climate change
threatens the most.” At the same
time, the UN recognises that
women are also powerful
leaders, capable of
bringing great change
to the world. Numerous
climate organisations
ARTWORK BY
and movements the world
SUDIPTA KUNDU
over are led by women. In fact,
such an initiative was started in
India much before ideas of environmental
conservation had become popular: in the 1970s, the
Chipko movement, a non-violent grassroots movement
to protect trees and forests from being cut down by the
government, was led largely by rural women.
This year, the Ministry of Women and Child
Development celebrated International Women’s Day as
part of an ‘Iconic Week’ from March 1-8. This was part
of ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’, a celebration of 75 years of
Independence. The celebration included the launch of the
Stree Manoraksha Project, aimed at improving the mental
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International
Women's Day is
an occasion to reclaim
history, celebrate women for
their identity and achievements,
and raise awareness against
the stark discrimination
they face even today

health of women in India. There were panel
discussions around the theme, ‘Women of
Tomorrow’, including conversations about
women in STEM research and financial
literacy for women. The celebrations also
included an online social media campaign
with stories of women from tribal areas.
The Ministry and UNICEF India
also jointly launched the
‘Back to School’
campaign, aimed
at supporting outof-school girls.
Moreover, the Pune
zilla parishad conducted
special gram sabha
meetings to promote
property ownership
amongst women.
All over India and the world, International Women’s
Day is observed to celebrate women’s achievements,
whether they are political, social, cultural or economic.
The occasion is an annual clarion call to citizens of the
world to take part in the ongoing quest for a gender-equal
society. Even today, women face severe challenges because
of their gender. We must acknowledge those challenges
and laud women for achieving all that they have in the
face of all kinds of adversity. It is never too late to resolve
to end discrimination against women, no matter where
they are in the world.
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